Example: Owner Hauler Statement
Name, address, and phone number of the owner:

If different, the hauler name, address, and phone number:

Date the animals were moved:
Flock identification number or PIN assigned to the flock or premises of the animals:
Group/lot identification number (Flock\ ID No.-MMDDYY-sequential number if more than 1 lot on
same day, can also use Premises ID lot number with no hyphens):
For unidentified animals (other than slaughter animal under 18 months) the name, address, and
phone number of the owner of the flock of origin, if different from the owner:

Number of animals by species, breed, and class of animals (if breed is unknown, for sheep the face
color and for goats the type (milk, fiber, or meat) must be recorded instead):
Name and address of point of origin, if different from the owner’s address:

Destination name and address (For animals in slaughter channels the destination must be a
slaughter establishment, restricted animal sale, terminal feedlot, or an individual for personnel
consumption and must include a statement that the animals are in slaughter channels):

Signature of owner or hauler:

FILLED EXAMPLE:
Name, address, and phone number of the owner:
Bob Doe
123 East ST
Wood, MI 12345
876-987-0987
If different, the hauler name, address, and phone number: same
Date the animals were moved: 4-22-19
Flock identification number or PIN assigned to the flock or premises of the animals: MI3187
Group/lot identification number (Flock\ ID No.-MMDDYY-sequential number if more than 1 lot on
same day, can also use Premises ID lot number with no hyphens): MI3187-042219-1
For unidentified animals (other than slaughter animal under 18 months) the name, address, and
phone number of the owner of the flock of origin, if different from the owner:
Ray Doe
123 East St.
Landsed, MI 32456
898-098-0999
Number of animals by species, breed, and class of animals (if breed is unknown, for sheep the face
color and for goats the type (milk, fiber, or meat) must be recorded instead):
9 black face cull ewes, 4 cull meat does
Name and address of point of origin, if different from the owner’s address:
same
Destination name and address (For animals in slaughter channels the destination must be a
slaughter establishment, restricted animal sale, terminal feedlot, or an individual for personnel
consumption and must include a statement that the animals are in slaughter channels):
Happy Valley livestock
4787 Free Ln.
Tree, MI 46678
These animals are in slaughter channels.
Signature of owner or hauler:

Bob Doe

Simplified version of O/H for owner moving animals bred by them:
Bob Doe
123 East ST
Wood, MI 12345
876-987-0987
4-19-19
MI3187, Lot MI3187-041919-1
10 Blackface cull ewes, 6 meat nannies
Happy Valley livestock
4787 Free Ln.
Tree, MI 46678
These animals are in slaughter channels

Bob Doe

